
Responses to Referee:

1 General Comment
The response by Li et al. addressed this reviewer’s second round of comments in a
point-by-point manner. While the authors had adequately addressed almost all of these
comments, it feels like the authors are still not being clear enough in section 3 that
the ”particle size distributions” are ”SPAMS-specific size distributions.” The authors
also need to be clear that their discussion of the SPAMS specific size distributions,
especially as they pertain to the interpretation of particle-type sources, is dependent
on the detection efficiency of this particular SPAMS instrument.

Response: Following the reviewer’s suggestion, we have added the following
explanations in Section “2. Methodology”.

Line 142-148
“Particles measured by SPAMS mostly are within the size range of vacuum
aerodynamic diameter (dva) 0.2-2.0 µm. This SPAMS-specific size distribution is
semi-quantitative evaluated the relative concentration and contribution of each
particle type, mainly due to it largely dependence on the particle-detection
efficiency (Allen et al., 2000; Yang et al., 2017). The characteristics of
SPAMS-specific size distribution are statistical results, while the comparison of
the relative distribution and number fraction of different particle types in each
size bin are significant.”

In order to more clearly emphasize the specific characteristics of particle size
distribution using SPAMS, we have replaced the related “particle size distributions”
as “SPAMS-specific size distributions” in the current main text (in Section 3.2) and
figure captions. Detailed revision also finds the marked-up manuscript with tracked
changes in the revised manuscript.
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